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A subsidiary company of Relationship Toolshop® International Training Institute, LLC.  
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Dayton Area and International: 1+ 937-748-4541  
E-mail: S&Pcommittee@RelationshipToolshop.com 
This manual is not available in bookstores or print.  
Copyright © 1995-2019, Jody Johnston Pawel, LSW, CFLE 
All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America. 
 
No part of this manual may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including 

photocopying, recording or any information storage and retrieval system, without written permission from the author. 

Toolshop® and Universal Blueprint® are registered trademarks. Unauthorized use of these names or any copyrighted text or 

graphics are prohibited by law. 
 
Throughout this manual, you will see the following abbreviations: 
AG = Action Guide 

Adv = Advisor (Coach)DSP =  Direct Service Provider(s) (Advisors & Group Facilitators) 
GF  = Group Facilitator 
IP  =  Intellectual Property 

JSG =  Jump Start Guide (2018 short book title) 
PT =    Parents Toolshop®  
PTC =  Parents Toolshop® Consulting 
RTLeaders = Relationship Toolshop® Leaders 
RT or RTITI =  Relationship Toolshop® International Training Institute, LLC  
S&P =      Standards and Practices 
TPT = The Parents Toolshop® (Original 2000 book title) 
UB® = Universal Blueprint®  
 
This Standards and Practices Manual and any pre-acceptance orientation resources (i.e. The Leader Inquiry resources) provide 

details about what each training program provides and each party’s responsibilities and deadlines during the training process 

and active certification period.  

This manual is not written in stone. It is constantly being reviewed and updated as people ask questions the committee has not 

before answered or clarified. Rather than individually negotiate each decision, the S&P committee decides on a standard 

uniform policy that would be equitable to all current and future Relationship Toolshop® Leaders — while maintaining and 

protecting the quality assurance guidelines to which the committee has a primary commitment.  

At the time of initial application and in their annual reactivation report, Leaders confirm their understanding of and 

commitment to follow all Leader policies described in the most current S&P Manual. Once a tuition payment has been made, 

compliance by both parties (RTITI and the trainee) is expected. Whenever S&P updates are sent to all leaders (often with any 

changes highlighted), those policies go into effect and there is an opportunity for all leaders to ask questions and get 

clarifications of the new policies. Once that opportunity has been provided, whether a leader chooses to participate in those 

discussions, compliance with the then-current policies is expected without additional signatures of confirmation or past 

agreements.  
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Relationship Toolshop® Leader  

Standards & Practices Manual 

              

 

If you haven’t already, please read all the previous sections before reading this document. They can be found at 

http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/ 

 

Are You Ready to Take the Next Step? Just What Would That Step Be? 

So, you are a Toolshop® Advisor who has been coaching individuals and groups who are learning 

Toolshop® teachings from a Relationship Toolshop® Expert, helping them better understand what they are 

learning and applying it to their lives. Now, you would like to teach live Toolshop® classes in your local 

area. How exciting! We want every Toolshop® trainee to have a transformational experience. To take on 

this important responsibility of delivering the top-quality service that is a Toolshop® standard, you need 

to take your professional skills to a more advanced level, by becoming a certified Toolshop® Group 

Facilitator (trainer/speaker). To learn more about what GFs do and how to become one, read this 

section of the S&P Manual, where you’ll find the following information: 

 

GROUP FACILITATOR CERTIFICATION 
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APPENDIX: LEADER FORMS (Return to the Leader Inquiry Information page, 
http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/, and click on the appropriate link to 
find the forms referred to in this section.) 

http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/
http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/
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RELATIONSHIP TOOLSHOP® GROUP FACILITATORS  
 

Certified Relationship Toolshop® Advisors who would also like to teach the UB® are welcome to advance to the 

next level by applying for Group Facilitator Certification. 

To best serve clients’ needs, it’s important for direct 

service providers to develop and master both the 

Advisor and Group Facilitator skill sets and know 

when and how to serve clients when acting in each 

role. For example, some Advisor skills may be used by 

GFs, such as group coaching, so this certification 

comes after Advisor certification, to build on those 

skills. Other Advisor skills are inappropriate to use 

during training programs, like 1:1 consultations, 

because GFs must always focus on meeting the needs 

of the group. The GF training teaches advanced skills, 

beyond public speaking, so our leaders can do more 

than deliver content; they can guide their participants 

through transformational experiences. 

 

This section of the S&P Manual focuses on the training 

requirements for Group Facilitators who provide 

training for one Expert’s target market. (See the red 

arrows in the diagram to the left.)  

 

 

 

 

GROUP FACILITATOR 
CERTIFICATION 

 

WHAT IS A GROUP FACILITATOR? 

• A “Group” is a minimum of 3 non-related clients to whom the professional is presenting information. The 

session is not exclusively focusing on one person’s issues.  

• A “Facilitator” is different from a speech-giver and requires specialized skills beyond good public 

speaking.  

Group Facilitators (GFs) lead interactive activities, small group discussions and practice exercises in their 

programs. They use questions to spark discussions, present and process information, to create a transformational 

learning experience that anchors in the skills their participants are learning.  

GFs are also usually responsible for marketing and evaluating their programs. Traditional social service education 

rarely teaches these skills — but Relationship Toolshop® Group Facilitator certification trains professionals to do 

all these tasks — skillfully. In fact, the Universal Blueprint® is so effective that GF’s can use the Universal 

Blueprint® and model its skills to teach them to clients. 
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WHO GETS GROUP FACILITATOR CERTIFICATION? 

Certified Relationship Toolshop® Advisors are eligible to get this certification, to help RTITI achieve its mission 

of reaching as many people as possible and helping them improve their relationships. 

Group Facilitators are instructors within an Expert’s RTITI niche division who help deliver the direct services and 

educational programs that Expert has developed for the target population that is the focus of that Expert’s niche. 

Toolshop® Advisors need to add on Group Facilitator certification if they want to teach Toolshop® training 

programs or even individual concepts and tools. This is because teaching the UB® is very different from simply 

using it to support others in applying it, which is what Advisors do. Group Facilitators use, model and teach the 

UB®, its concepts, and tools to groups of people who share a common type of relationship (or issue) on which their 

chosen niche-specific curriculum focuses.  

 

HOW DO LEADERS USE THIS CERTIFICATION? 

Because GFs understand and honor adult learning styles and best-practice standards, they don’t use typical lecture-

style teaching. Instead, they create an experience that allows participants to learn through self-discovery. Then they 

take the aha-moments the group experiences and transfer that learning to real-life, by practicing the UB® and its 

practical tools and guiding the group to apply them to their own relationships. This supports the entire group’s 

learning experience and empowers the adult learners to competently and independently prevent and respond to 

relationship issues they encounter in their lives.  

The standards and processes for all Toolshop® GF certification programs will be consistent, regardless of the RT 

Expert or target population served. That way, any Toolshop® Leader, whether an Expert or Non-Expert Leader, 

learns the same skills and will provide services that meet the same high-quality standards. Then, GFs certified in 

one RT Expert’s curriculum can easily complete the training requirements for another Expert’s niche, possibly or 

even likely getting advanced placement credits. The only difference is a GF that plans to advance to the Expert 

level, to develop Toolshop® programs, resources and DSP certification for a new niche. (See Section VIII to read 

more about the Expert certification.) 

 

What Can GFs teach? 

● If there are available workshop outlines for an area he/she has special knowledge/expertise in but 

there is no GF certification program for it, the GF may teach only those available workshops. The 

GF may not develop more Toolshop® programs for that niche without becoming the Toolshop® 

Expert for that niche. They may, however, be a Content Contributor to the primary RT Expert who is 

authorized to create niche-focused programs or for a niche-specific supplemental Action Guide for an 

existing curriculum/product.. 

● For example, there is a two-hour workshop for The Couple Toolshop® already developed, 

but it’s only a one-time two-hour workshop with a high-level overview of the UB® and its 

applications for couples.  

● A SB GF can present that workshop, but can’t expand it into a full-length 

curriculum for married or dating couples, or set up a website for couples featuring 

UB®/Toolshop® programs/resources, without becoming the RT Expert for that 

niche. As a GF, they can supplement the existing couples workshop with 

additional resources on couple relationships, consistent with Toolshop® teachings. 

They just can’t expand on how to use the UB® and its tools (like the PASRS 

formula for adult relationships), which would require Expert certification. 
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● They also can be a Content Contributor, offering ideas for an Action Guide for 

couples that supplements the F.I.R.S.T. course, or get permission to develop 

outlines all RT DSPs could present that are based on the UB® for couples. RTITI 

would own the copyright to these, with the DSP being listed as a contributing 

author, but not building a Toolshop® business around this niche. 

● If the GF is interested in teaching a target market in which there is no Expert and no already-

developed Toolshop® program and the GF has expertise in this area, he/she may be encouraged to 

become the Toolshop® Expert for this niche. (See page 17 of the S&P Introduction section for details 

on upgrading to Expert.) If not interested, then they could be a Content Contributor instead. (See 

example in previous point and Section #__ of the S&P Manual.) 

 

UNIVERSAL GROUP FACILITATOR STANDARDS 

Whether a Team, Independent Consultant or Agency GF, all GF’s receive the same training, presentation resources 

and are held to the same Standards & Practices.  

All Certified Group Facilitators:  

• Gain access to speaker/GF resources not available to the public, such as presentation topic packets and 

visual/learning/teaching aids. 

• Can provide short-topic presentations or informal discussion groups focusing on skills and topics from a 

particular niche-specific Toolshop® curriculum. 

• Provide full-length Toolshop® programs that teach the UB® as it is used and applied to relationship 

challenges unique to the target population of the curriculum.    

• Share their presentation outlines and handouts with other certified Group Facilitators in that niche Experts’ 

network of trainers. 

 

Upon Completing The Group Facilitator Certification Program, All Toolshop® GFs Will Know How To: 

• Model and use the UB® to teach the UB®, through at least one niche-specific Toolshop® program.  

• Use a variety of effective teaching strategies, including: communication skills, group facilitation skills, and 

interactive activities. 

• Empower their participants to think for themselves, using the unique Universal Blueprint® and its practical 

skills to plan individualized effective responses to their relationship challenges. 

• Customize existing Toolshop® programs developed by RTITI Experts, to meet the needs of their target-

audience or enhance existing programs with effective Toolshop® techniques. (Only Experts can create new 

programs, but GFs can tailor the existing programs to meet the individual needs of their participants, with the 

Expert co-authors’ involvement.) 

• Evaluate participant skill improvement by using a Relationship Toolshop® outcome-focused evaluation, 

skill assessment and reporting tools for that program, to track results, report successes, build credibility for the 

instructors’ programs, and get more program sponsors or clients!  
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THE UNIVERSAL GROUP FACILITATOR CERTIFICATION PROCESS 

 

Regardless of the “type” of GF will be a non-profit or for-profit, whether the Toolshop® curriculum and whether 

RTITI, a niche RT Expert or Certified Trainer-of-Trainer for that curriculum is certifying the GF candidate, the 

following standards of screening and training will apply: 

After an Advisor’s GF application is approved, the trainee will complete the following steps for the GF 

certification training. 

These same steps apply regardless of the Toolshop® curriculum, whether RTITI or a niche Expert is certifying the 

DSP candidate, or whether the RTLeader trainee is ultimately pursuing Expert, Independent GF or NPO GF 

certification, all Toolshop® GFs. 

Regardless of the Toolshop® curriculum and whether RTITI, a niche RT Expert or Certified Trainer-of-Trainer for 

that curriculum is certifying the GF candidate, the following standards of screening and training will apply: 

1) Apply for GF Certification, selecting an existing niche-specific Toolshop® curriculum to teach (usually 

the same niche of the Advisor Certification) to represent.  

 
a) Advisors interested in receiving GF certification Leader Inquirers are screened, usually with a 

Strategy Session. RTITI’s President, Leader Coordinator or other authorized RTITI Trainer-of-Trainers 

interviews Expert candidates.  Niche-specific GF candidates (non-Experts) are interviewed by the RT 

niche-specific Expert whose program the Advisor wants to represent or a Certified Trainer-of-Trainer in 

that Expert’s Leader Team. Candidates who seem to be a good match for Toolshop® GF Leader 

certification receive an invitation to submit an application. 

 
b) Advisors submit a GF application, which includes information about their professional credentials and 

experience, commitments to follow a Code of Ethics and these RTITI Standards & Practices, a pre-

certification training agreement, and any other relevant information the certifying RT Expert deems 

important to know about professionals who may be serving their clients. (See the form in the Appendix.)  

 
c) The application is reviewed by the RTITI President, Leader Coordinator (for Expert applicants) and/or the 

RT Expert whose niche-curriculum the applicant has chosen (for DSP applicants). Once that person 

approves it, the application packet and recommendations are passed on to the S&P committee. They, who 

reviews the application and notifies the Leader Applicant within 7 business days whether the application is 

approved, not approved, or needs S&P Committee discussion prior to approval, due to a concern or 

unexpected condition not encountered before. In the latter case, approval could be delayed until the next 

quarterly S&P Committee meeting and the Leader Applicant will be notified of that delay. 

 
2) Those who are accepted into the GFDSP certification training process have already completed the 

following training programs:  

 
a) Pre-certification Training: the comprehensive “core” UB® niche-specific Toolshop® training program the 

applicant eventually wants to teach or use for coaching. This program may be presented by the niche-

specific Toolshop® Expert or any Certified GF on that Leader Team.  

b) The Advisor Certification Training for the chosen niche-specific Toolshop® program. 

 
So Advisors who have an active status in good standing and have met the minimum performance standards, 

are eligible to immediately move on to taking the GF Certification training for the chosen niche-specific 

Toolshop® program.  
○ See the “Universal” section below for standards the GF certification program requires. 

○ Meet any other completion/graduation requirements the niche-specific Toolshop® Expert mandates. 

○ Begin a probationary period (outlined in the GF section below.) 

http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/
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○ Once the probationary requirements are met and recommendation for certification approved, the 

trainee receives GF certification.  

 

 

GF CERTIFICATION INCLUDES 

Training in: 

• Professional ethics and standards, by reviewing the related RTITI S&P policies and any other ethical issues 

specific to training the target population. 

• Cultural sensitivity and diversity issues related to the target population. 

• Effective teaching strategies and group facilitation skills (which are different from public speaking skills). 

• Using interactive activities in training programs. 

• Using and modeling the Universal Blueprint® to teach the Universal Blueprint® core curriculum. 

• Building a speaking business and marketing Toolshop® programs to the focus target market. (There may be 

different marketing training programs for Independent and NPO GFs.) 

• Group facilitator reporting & conducting skill assessments specific to the target population. 

Training Materials & Resources will usually include, but are not limited to: 

• Publicity masters and aids for that niche-specific Toolshop® program, 

• Core curriculum presentation outline, 

• PowerPoint presentation file for the entire core curriculum, 

• Individual topic presentation packets with outlines, handouts and PowerPoint slides, 

• Interactive activity ideas and directions, 

• Class graduation certificate master, 

• Outcome evaluation skill assessment tool, specific to the target population. 

Experts will be repurposing an existing Toolshop® GF certification program, so they will have guidelines and 

templates for developing all these training components. 
 
All GF certification training programs must have some live training or support component. For example, 

if the GF certification training is web-based, using videos and handouts to deliver the content, there still must 

be some kind of live conference call or webinar throughout the training. The training Expert or Trainer-of-

Trainers will have direct, live contact, to process what the trainee is learning, answer questions, clarify 

information, discuss their answers to the “what would you do” scenarios, and discuss issues that might relate to 

the diversity issues of the clients they expect to be serving. 
 
The GF training will also include opportunities to practice the skills they are learning: 

• Participants give a practice presentation from the standardized curriculum’s class outline. It will be at least 

15 minutes, cover at least one topic or skill and include at least one interactive activity.  

o This presentation is done in front of other GF training participants in a live GF training. For on-line 

GF training programs, the trainee will give a practice presentation to any group the trainee chooses 

(i.e., friends, relatives, etc.) and submit a video of it with their other course material submissions. 

o Receive evaluations on the presentation from the participants and certifying Expert or Trainer-of-

Trainer for that Expert’s Leader Team.  

The GF training will also include an evaluation of the trainee’s skill competence in group facilitation: 

• The GF Trainee will complete a post-test (i.e. workbook or action guide) while taking the course. The 

post-test will not only captures key points of the UB® and training modules, but also includes “what 

would you do in this situation” scenarios to answer and then discuss in the GF training sessions. 

• GF Trainees must score at least 9 out of 11 points on a group facilitator skill assessment that includes 

“what would you do” scenarios specific to the types of situations that could be encountered by a GF 

training that target population. 
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Upon completing the above steps, the GF trainee begins a probationary period of up to six-months.  The 

minimum probationary requirements will include: 

o Solo teaching at least 2 hours of Toolshop® programming from the chosen curriculum that covers 

at least 3 toolsets and is attended by at least 4 people from the population that curriculum targets.  

o Each participant completes a Toolshop® program evaluation form. 

o Trainees complete a Probationary Report that summarizes the presentation’s content and evaluation 

results and submit it to the Toolshop® Expert or Trainer-of-Trainers for that curriculum. The Expert 

or Trainer-of-Trainers completes their part of the report, recommending approval to the Expert co-

authors and S&P committee, who give final approval of the GF’s certification. 

Once the probationary requirements are met and recommendation for certification approved, the trainee receives 

final GF certification.  
 
Every year, the GF will submit an Annual report to both the S&P Committee and the Toolshop® Expert on 

whose team they serve. The Expert may require more frequent reporting. If any “shared hard cost” fees are due, 

such as a share of the professional liability insurance RTITI is required by law to provide its Direct Service 

Providers, the GF pays those directly to RTITI, to “reactivate” their license to teach that curriculum for another 

year.  

The On-line TIPS and Group Facilitator (GF) certification training programs are both approved for Continuing 
Education credits from the following: 

• The Ohio Social Worker, Counselor and Marriage & Family Therapy Board (so you can likely get post-

program approval from your state licensure board) 

• The National Council on Family Relations’ Certified Family Life Educator program. (This is an 

international credential) 

To see if other RTITI training programs offer CEUs, go to the list of approved Toolshop® CEU programs. 
 

Experts who develop a GF training for their DSP Leader Team may have additional training or probationary 
requirements, but these are the standard components RTITI expects all GF training programs to have. 

 

Additional notes about the GF certification process:  

GFs get certified to receive a license to teach a selected RT Expert’s Toolshop® services and programs to the 

target-niche population of that RT Expert’s focus. The core UB® training program and DSP certification process for 

each RT Expert’s Toolshop® curriculum will have uniform Standards & Practices and teach the application of the 

UB® to that population’s unique relationship needs.   

RTITI is unable to guarantee other niche-specific Toolshop® Experts will give access to their co-branded core UB® 

course or DSP certification programs to other certified Toolshop® Leaders or leaders-in-training if that person isn’t  

pursuing certification for their Leader Team. In other words, “comprehensive e” doesn’t mean a leader-in-

training can take any Toolshop® program offered by any niche-specific Expert.  (See larger diagram on page 5 

of this section.) 

GF candidates may choose to become certified to teach more than one Toolshop® curriculum. If so, they need 

to take each RT Expert’s core UB® and DSP certification program and meet any other pre-requisites or training 

requirements that RT Expert expects. There may be additional tuition fees for additional certifications. Any GF 

Certification fees are for one Toolshop® GF training package, whether RTITI’s “generic” package or a 

niche-specific Expert’s GF certification package, unless otherwise stated. 

For the current information about individual Toolshop® Expert’s GF Certification programs, go to the website of 

that Expert’s Toolshop® sub-blog/website and look for a “Leader” tab in the menu bar. Those who don’t have 

information have not yet created their GF certification program. There still may be a possibility to be certified if 

RTITI and that Expert agree on a specialized training plan that leverages existing GF certification programs. 

 

http://www.cswmft.ohio.gov/
http://www.ncfr.org/cfle-certification
http://parentstoolshop.org/programs/ceuinfo/
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UNIVERSAL GF QUALITY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS  
 
Both RTITI and the Toolshop® Expert on whose Leader Team the GF serves need to evaluate the effectiveness of 
GF’s performance, to assure consistently top-quality programming and support GFs in enhancing their professional 
skills. 
 
New GFs are required to teach the entire full-length curriculum, following the standardized curriculum 
outline provided in their GF training, at least twice or until their participants’ skill assessments and program 
evaluations meet the standards described in the next paragraph. Only then may they teach stand-alone segments 
of the full-length curriculum or modify any parts of the standardized curriculum. Then, any program 
modifications or custom-designed programs using a Toolshop® curriculum as the primary base for the program 
must be submitted and approved by both the curriculum’s co-authors before implementation.  
 
Newly certified GFs are to conduct pre-post skill assessments for all their full-length classes (10+ hours of 
class time and teach the entire UB® system) and report the results no later than in their annual report, until the 
outcomes for their participants are consistently in the high end of the “Equally Skillful and Unskillful” and 
“Moderately Skillful” range (6.5-8.0 range, based on the standardized skill assessment rating scale) or consistently 
show 2+ point skill improvements. When the GF has shown this level of proficiency, they may do skill 
assessments on an as-needed or as-requested basis.  

 

UNIVERSAL GROUP FACILITATOR CODE OF ETHICS  

All RT GF Applicants and re-activating RT GFs (including Independent DSP GFs, NPO DSP GFs, and Experts 

who are GFs) agree to uphold the following Code of Ethics: 

□ I will meet any prerequisites or qualifications to teach/use Toolshop® co-branded resources/curricula. (i.e., such 

as qualifying to be a GF or on the RTITI Toolshop® Speaker Bureau. See page 24 below to learn more about 

Speaker Bureau policies.) 

□ I agree to use Toolshop® resources as my primary curriculum. I understand that I can reference other curricula 

that are consistent with the philosophy/teachings in Toolshop® classes or can teach separate classes, not called 

Toolshop® classes, using other curricula. 

□ I will teach the Universal Blueprint® chapters/sessions/Toolsets in order, according to the Group Facilitator 

curriculum outline, even when custom-designing topic programs. When not teaching the entire UB® system, I 

will reveal that the sections being taught are part of a system and get best results when used as part of that 

system and not by themselves. 

□ I will only give Toolshop® certificates to participants who actively participate in at least 75% of the total 

scheduled hours of a full-length “Toolshop®” class in which they read or directly refer to the book/manual as 

part of their learning. 

□ I can refer to any existing Toolshop® programs, products or services in my own practice, but must use them as-

is. I cannot modify or create new Toolshop® curricula/programs without Expert certification.  

□ GF Addendum to the “All Leader” copyright clause in the Introduction: I understand I can make copies of 

summary pages and/or worksheets to give clients in one-time topic presentations. I understand I cannot use 

copies of these pages as a replacement for a Toolshop® book or to avoid recommending or suggesting clients 

read, borrow, or buy a book or other resources that do provide the information they need. I will request 

permission from the copyright owner (Jody Johnston Pawel, LSW, CFLE) and/or Certified Expert co-authors 

for any uses that would require copying, duplication, or distribution of any copyrighted Toolshop® resources 

beyond what I am given written permission to do.  

 
I understand I do have permission to copy, reproduce or distribute the following copyrighted materials after 

receiving final GF certification:  
● <20 copies of the last page of the Parents Toolshop® book (detailed house diagram) 
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● < 20 copies of pages that indicate the author’s permission to reproduce (i.e., summary sheets) and 

PowerPoint presentation slides for handouts (the file may not be shared with non-GFs). 

 
I DO NOT have permission to reproduce any of the following and will request permission for these or any 

other uses not specifically listed elsewhere:  
● Any enlargements or changes to any page.  

● Quantities of all the summary sheets or copies of more than 3 summary sheets at one time.  

● More than 1 copy of an entire chapter or section of the book.   

If translation of Toolshop® resources and materials is needed to train the clients I serve, I understand that, as a 

Group Facilitator, I do not have permission to edit, change, or co-create new Toolshop® resources or 

print/publish/distribute translated resources, the way Experts can. Therefore, the following restrictions apply: 

● If the RTITI hub site provides a translatable version of the resource, I will refer people to get access to it. If 

that’s not available or the client cannot access the internet, I will follow the remaining guidelines: 

● I must already be a certified GF for the particular Toolshop® curriculum or resource I want translated. 

● I must receive permission from the Expert co-authors of the Toolshop® resource I want translated. 

● The translation must be a direct word-for-word translation, using a free tool such as Google Translator. If 

any edits are required, to make it grammatically correct for language-specific idioms, I must get permission 

from the co-authors to make these edits, but they cannot change the meaning of the content and cannot 

include any additions or changes to the content or stories for the purposes of making it culturally-specific. 

(You may apply to upgrade your certification to be a Country Expert to do this.) Furthermore, I will do 

these edits on my own time for no compensation or service trade. 

● The original RTITI co-authors, Jody Johnston Pawel and the Expert co-author, will own the copyright to 

the translated book. 

● The book will only be provided in the form of a digital, secured e-book, produced by RTITI for the specific 

Expert’s RTITI niche division. (Only Experts may print, publish and distribute books in other countries.) 

● Sales of translated Toolshop® resources must be processed through the RTITI shopping cart (or other pre-

arranged merchant service, such as PayPal, if the international currency isn’t accepted by the cart.) I 

understand I can use my affiliate link for commissions on the sales I refer.  

● I can buy a supply of printed English books or translated e-books at a bulk discount and resell directly to 

my clients for the retail price and keep the profits. 

 

 

UNIVERSAL GROUP FACILITATOR VIOLATIONS/PENALTIES 

The S&P Committee establishes Leader standards and practices, reviews possible violations, and 

decides/administers any necessary disciplinary action. These apply to all GFs (Independent and NPO GFs). 

The following violations could result in penalties, disciplinary action, or revocation of a GF’s certification: 

1. Teaching a 10+ hour program using the “Toolshop® ” trademark brand name, but not providing the 

appropriate Toolshop® books/resources for participants to borrow or buy (for example TPT) or requiring 

active participation to graduate from the program.  

Reason: If participants don’t have access to the appropriate Toolshop® book nor actively participate in the 

program, they are not receiving consistent quality programming and have not met graduation requirements.  

• Leaders can only call a program “Toolshop®” and provide Toolshop® graduate certificates if it is 10+ hours, 

participants have access to the appropriate Toolshop® book, and graduates have actively participated in 

75% of the course’s scheduled sessions. If a program does not meet these criteria, Leaders can say it is 

“based on Toolshop® teachings.” These courses cannot count toward any Speaker Bureau or Trainer-of-

Trainers pre-requisite training experience, unless specifically stated that they can. 
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• When GFs teach a 10+ hour series that uses a Toolshop® book as the primary reference resource, they are to 

send publicity to RTITI 4-6 weeks prior to the start date. The publicity flyer should indicate the instructor’s 

GF status and state that each participant will either use, receive, or purchase the Toolshop® book needed for 

the series. 

 
• Participants can borrow a book from the program sponsor or use an audio download (if available). The 

GF’s affiliate sales should show the Leader has purchased enough books for participants’ use. 

Action: 
• First offense: verbal/written notification of violation. 

• Second offense: written warning and/or disciplinary probation. 

• Third offense: disciplinary probation and/or certification revocation. 

 

2. Teaching full-length (10+ hour) “Toolshop®” classes, but not teaching participants the Universal 

Blueprint®.  

Reason: If participants are not learning the Universal Blueprint®, they aren’t learning the system that produces 

best results/outcomes for Toolshop® techniques: the most unique and valuable part of the course is missing, 

which makes it more “average” or “typical” to other relationship-education courses. If GFs feel insecure about 

teaching the UB®, they can use video presentations available to GFs or observe this session at a “live” 

Toolshop® program. If GFs don’t want to teach the UB®, they should teach a different curriculum. 

Action: 
● First offense: verbal notice and opportunity to access video or attend a UB® class session to review skills. 

● Second offense: written warning and/or disciplinary probation. 

● Third offense: disciplinary probation and/or certification revocation. 

 

 

CLOSING 
 

As you can see, RTITI has created a totally-comprehensive business model, from the first contact with a potential 

client or leader through building a totally scalable legacy that can carry forth the legacy of your life’s work, in 

partnership with and having the support and assistance of Relationship Toolshop®  International Training Institute. 

While this manual may be long and detailed, it confirms you are a good match for Leader certification if you 

appreciate the importance of having such standards, to assure consistent quality programming. If you also 

recognize the value of having such a complete business model and all its parts provided for you, then you see now 

that being part of the RT Leader team will save you decades of research, development, testing, and growing your 

business and help you reach far more clients in need than you ever could by yourself.  

We hope you join or continue to remain a part of the RTITI Leader team and collaborate with us to help people 

worldwide improve every relationship in their life. 
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This Standards and Practices Manual provides the most detailed information about the various forms of Relationship 

Toolshop® instructor certification. Publicity materials and application packets may only offer summaries, for reader-friendly 

information to assist in deciding to get more information about this unique career-building opportunity. 

To continue reading the Standards & Practices Manual, go to: http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-

info/leader-applicant-information/ and click the link for other sections: 

Part I: Introduction 
Part II: Content Contributor (Non-Leader Opportunity) 
Part III: DSP Universal Policies (Direct Service Providers)  
Part IV: Advisors 

Part V: Group Facilitators  

A. Group Facilitators: Private Consultant providing training programs to the Public 

B. Group Facilitators: Employees of Non Profit Organizations providing Toolshop® training programs to their own 

clients  

C. Speaker Bureau Policies 

D. Trainer-Of-Trainer Certification Process 

Part VI: Certified Relationship Toolshop® Expert 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jody Johnston Pawel, LSW, CFLE, President of The Relationship Toolshop® International Training Institute, LLC 

and the Standards & Practices Committee hope this manual has answered any questions you have about being a 

Relationship Toolshop® Leader. If you have any questions, concerns, or want any clarifications, feel free to contact 

the Standards & Practices Committee at SPcommittee@RelationshipToolshop.com or (937) 748-4541.  

 

Ambris 

Publishing 

http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/leader-applicant-information/
http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/leader-applicant-information/

